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a b s t r a c t
c-Tubulin Small Complex (c-TuSC) is the universally-conserved complex in eukaryotes that contains the
microtubule (MT) nucleating protein: c-tubulin. c-TuSC is a heterotetramer with two copies of c-tubulin
and one copy each of Spc98p and Spc97p. Previously, the structure of c-TuSC was determined by single
particle electron microscopy (EM) at 25 Å resolution. c-TuSC is Y-shaped with a single ﬂexible arm that
could be the key to regulating MT nucleation. EM gold labeling revealed the locations of c-tubulin at the
top of the Y. In vivo Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) suggested the relative orientations of
Spc98p and Spc97p but did not distinguish which large subunit formed the ﬂexible arm. Here, using ﬂuorescent proteins as covalently attached tags, we used class averages and 3-D random conical tilt reconstructions to conﬁrm the in vivo FRET results, clearly demonstrating that the Spc98p/97p C-termini
interact directly with c-tubulin. Most signiﬁcantly we have determined that the ﬂexible arm belongs
to Spc98p and our data also suggests that the N-termini of Spc98p and Spc97p are crossed. More generally, our results conﬁrm that despite their small size, covalently-attached ﬂuorescent proteins perform
well as subunit labels in single particle EM.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Paper
Microtubule Organizing Centers (MTOCs) organize the spatial
and temporal patterns of microtubules by controlling their nucleation. Although the morphology of MTOCs varies greatly among
different phyla, all eukaryotes utilize c-tubulin (Tub4p in yeast)
to nucleate microtubules (Wiese and Zheng, 2006). c-Tubulin is
found in the 300 kDa c-Tubulin Small Complex (c-TuSC), a highly
conserved heterotetramer with two copies of c-tubulin and one
each of Spc98p and Spc97p. In metazoa, c-TuSC is a repeating component within the larger c-Tubulin Ring Complex (c-TuRC) (Moritz
et al., 2000). While both puriﬁed c-tubulin and c-TuRC are potent
MT nucleators, nucleating activity for c-TuSC is barely detectable
even though it is the only c-tubulin complex within the highly
functional Saccharomyces. cerevisiae Spindle Pole Body (SPB)
(Gunawardane et al., 2000; Vinh et al., 2002).
Recently, we determined the structure of the S. cerevisiae cTuSC at moderate resolution using single particle electron micros-
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copy (Kollman et al., 2008). The structure is Y-shaped and c-tubulin is located in lobes at the tips of the two arms (Fig. 1A). One of
the arms adopts different conformations due to a limited rotation
about its base. Signiﬁcantly, in all of the observed conformations,
the c-tubulins are held in nucleation incompatible orientations.
We have suggested that this conﬁguration may provide a way of
regulating c-TuSC activity, and that further movement of the ﬂexibly attached arm is required to bring the two c-tubulins together
in a nucleation compatible orientation (Kollman et al., 2008).
The location of c-tubulin within c-TuSC was determined by directly labeling His-tagged c-tubulin with Ni–NTA nanogold. All attempts to label Spc98p and Spc97p in the same way using either
6-His or 12-His tags were unsuccessful due to very low labeling
yields. Although the relative orientations of Spc98p and Spc97p
were suggested by in vivo Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer
(FRET) of dual-labeled complexes (Fig. 1B), these experiments were
unable to distinguish Spc98p and Spc97p in the EM structure. Further, because the FRET experiments examined c-TuSCs assembled
at the SPB, there was the potential for confusing intra- and intercomplex FRET signals. Thus, we sought a more direct way to determine the locations and orientations of the c-TuSC components.
Previous reports have shown the beneﬁts of using small proteins as covalent labels for localization in EM. In several cases
two-dimensional averages were used to localize tagged components (Alcid and Jurica, 2008; Bertin et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008;
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Fig. 1. (A) Electron microscopy reconstruction of the S. cerevisiae c-TuSC. Light blue
represents the ﬂexibly attached arm and the more rigid body is presented in dark
blue. The location of c-tubulin was indicated by gold labeling, and the crystal
structure of human c-tubulin was manually ﬁt into the structure (Kollman et al.,
2008). (B) A schematic representation of the arrangement of c-TuSC proteins based
on the relative orientations of N- and C-termini determined by in vivo FRET. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Jones et al., 2008). In at least two previous studies, reconstructions
of tagged complexes yielded more precise three-dimensional localization (Kratz et al., 1999; Bueler and Rubinstein, 2008). Adopting a
similar approach, we generated c-TuSC tagged at the N- or C-termini of Spc98p or Spc97p with yellow ﬂuorescent protein (YFP)
or cyan ﬂuorescent protein (CFP). In three cases we were able to
clearly identify tags, which were in a range of positions due to
the ﬂexibility of the linker. For both the N- and C-terminally tagged
Spc97p, we could classify particles based on the position of the tag
and generate random conical tilt reconstructions for each class.
This allowed us to identify the positions of the termini of each protein. In addition, our data shows that 3-D reconstructions of tagged
small complexes are feasible, despite the small size of the tag, and
could be used as a general spatial localization method.
The following c-TuSC constructs were overexpressed in Sf9 cells
and puriﬁed as previously described (Vinh et al., 2002): YFP tagged
C-terminus of Spc97p (c-TuSC:Spc97pYFP), YFP tagged N-terminus
of Spc97p (c-TuSC:YFPSpc97p), CFP tagged N-terminus of Spc98p
(c-TuSC:CFPSpc98p) and CFP tagged C-terminus of Spc98p (cTuSC:Spc98pCFP). The linker connecting the ﬂuorescent protein to
the complex in each construct is 7–10 amino acids long. In each
case, SDS–PAGE gels showed a band of the correct molecular
weight for the tagged component (Fig. 2). The faint bands below

Fig. 2. SDS–PAGE of c-TuSC complexes. (1) c-TuSC; (2) c-TuSC:YFPSpc97p; (3) cTuSC:Spc97pYFP; (4) c-TuSC:CFPSpc98p and (5) c-TuSC:Spc98pCFP. The Tub4p His-tag
linker is longer in the c-TuSC, hence the Tub4p band migrates a bit slower than the
other constructs. The band above Tub4p in the Spc98p-CFP constructs (Lanes 4 and
5) thought to be contamination, as it was observed on the EM samples. In addition,
the ratios (see below SDS–PAGE) between proteins in each lane corresponded to the
c-TuSC stoichiometry: 2:1:1:1, Tub4p, Spc97p/98p tagged and untagged.

the CFP-tagged constructs in the lanes c-TuSC:CFPSpc98p and cTuSC:Spc98pCFP, are thought to be a minor degree of degradation
of the termini containing the tags. In the same lanes, the bands
immediately above Tub4p are likely to be a protein contaminant,
possibly a chaperone as TRiC-like particles are observed in the
EM samples. To assure that this band is contamination and not a
severe degradation product, we quantiﬁed the protein ratios between bands corresponding to the tagged and untagged Spc97p/
98p and Tub4p in each SDS–PAGE lane (Fig. 2) using ImageJ
(Abramoff et al., 2004). Signiﬁcantly, the ratios to Tub4p corresponded to the expected stoichiometry of 2:1:1:1, indicating no
signiﬁcant degradation of the tagged proteins.
Samples were prepared in thin layers of uranyl formate stain on
carbon coated grids. Random Conical Tilt (RCT) data were acquired
on a Tecnai T 12 microscope (FEI Co., Netherlands) operating at
120 kV and 52,000 magniﬁcation; images were recorded on a
4 k  4 k CCD camera (Gatan Inc., US) at a pixel size of 2.21 Å.
The data were collected using the automated Conical Tilt feature
of the UCSF Tomography package (Zheng et al., 2007). The RCT data
consisted of a 60° tilt image and three overlapping 0° images,
allowing all particles observed at 60° to be used, maximizing data
collection efﬁciency. Particle picking and image processing were
done using WEB and SPIDER (Frank et al., 1996), respectively. For
initial stages of processing, the particle images were binned 2.
On average the data sets for each construct contained 4800 particles. Reference-based alignment and classiﬁcation of untilted particles was performed using the ﬁve classes of c-TuSC (representing
both movement of the ﬂexible arm and slight differences in orientation relative to the grid) determined in our previous study (Kollman et al., 2008). These class averages closely resembled the
untagged references, and the fraction of particles in each class
was similar for tagged and untagged complexes, indicating that
the presence of the tag was not affecting the overall structure of
the complex or how it interacted with the grid. Typically, the averages showed blurred density for the tag, indicating ﬂexible attachment, most likely due to the length of the linker region. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and hierarchical clustering were used
to sort particles into classes with unique tag positions. These class
averages were then used as references for a second round of alignment and classiﬁcation. Euler angles were assigned to each tilted
particle by combining the in-plane rotations determined during
alignment with the data collection geometry. The unbinned tilted
particles were back projected to form an initial model. Finally,
three rounds of reﬁnement were performed to correct the image
shifts for each particle. EMAN (Ludtke et al., 1999) and Chimera
(Pettersen et al., 2004) were used to visualize the 2D images and
the maps.
For c-TuSC:YFPSpc97p and c-TuSC:Spc97pYFP, the extra 27 kDa
mass of the tag was clearly visible in the raw micrographs and in
both the 2-D class averages and the 3-D reconstructions
(Fig. 3A,B and D,E). The tag appears as a small circle of density in
the 2-D averages and as a droplet-shaped protruding density in
the 3-D reconstructions. We manually docked the YFP crystal
structure (PDB code: 1YFP) into the protruding density of the 3-D
reconstruction of c-TuSC:Spc97pYFP to show that they are comparable in size (Fig. 3I). We overlaid volumes from 3 or 4 of the classes for each of these constructs to show the different positions that
the tag adopts (Fig. 3G and H).
In the case of c-TuSC:CFPSpc98p, some of the tagged raw particles were visible in the raw micrographs (Fig. 3C) but in general,
the tag seems to be much more ﬂexibly attached, perhaps indicating inherent ﬂexibility in the N-terminal region of Spc98p. Due to
this disorder we were only able to obtain one 2-D average (Fig. 3F)
with too few particles showing the tag in the same location for a
reliable 3-D reconstruction. The variability manifests directly as
more diffuse 2-D averages than those seen in Fig. 3D and E. For
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Fig. 3. Structural analysis of tagged c-TuSC complexes. (A–C) Electron microscopy raw particles of c-TuSC:Spc97pYFP, c-TuSC:YFPSpc97p and c-TuSC:YFPSpc98p, respectively.
The red arrow indicates the location of YFP and CFP density on each image. (D–F) 2-D class averages of c-TuSC:Spc97YFPp, c-TuSC:YFPSpc97p and c-TuSC:CFPSpc98p,
respectively, with red arrows indicating the position of the tag. (G and H) Overlay of the various 3-D reconstructions of c-TuSC:Spc97YFPp and c-TuSC:YFPSpc97p; the complex
is shown in purple and the tags are colored red, blue, green and yellow. (I) 3-D reconstruction of c-TuSC:Spc97YFPp with the crystal structure of YFP, shown in yellow,
manually docked in the protruding density. Size bar is 10 nm.

Fig. 4. A revised model of the S. cerevisiae c-TuSC based on observed tag positions.
The ﬂexibility of Spc98p is indicated with an arrow, and the N-termini of Spc97p
and Spc98p are crossed.

minus. In our previous study (Kollman et al., 2008) we suggested
that movement of the ﬂexibly attached arm regulates c-TuSC activity. Our 2-D averages and 3-D reconstructions clearly identify
Spc98p as the subunit containing the ﬂexible arm. The identiﬁcation of the ﬂexible subunit will help focus future studies involving
mutagenesis and/or post-translational modiﬁcations on Spc98p to
help understand the mechanism of regulation of MT nucleation by
c-TuSC.
Our data also conﬁrms the termini localization indicated by our
previous in vivo FRET study and further suggests that the N-termini
are crossed. Together this allows us to update our model of c-TuSC
from the one seen in Fig. 1B to the one in Fig. 4. Finally, our 2D
averages and 3-D reconstructions suggest that covalently-attached
ﬂuorescent protein tags are ideally suited to EM localization even
at moderate resolutions.
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